Since 2001 we have been supporting our customers in the automotive industry with our know-how in the areas
of electrical and electronic development, testing and software development. We have set ourselves to the task of
actively shaping the future of innovative projects such as autonomous driving, electric mobility and mobile online
services.

Junior (m/f/d) automotive development
map-marker-alt Wolfsburg, Germany

calendar-alt asap

CLOCK full-time

# JS-19022

We are planning to open a new office in Barcelona. We are now looking for dedicated talents to train them in
Wolfsburg in the field of automotive development. Afterwards they can build up our office in Barcelona.

Your tasks
ĶĶ You will work in various projects, gaining a deep insight into the automotive industry
ĶĶ In vehicle development, we operate in various areas such as software and hardware development, require-

ment and project management

ĶĶ As Trainee your are involved in the entire product lifecycle from conception through implementation to tes-

ting and the subsequent evaluation of the test results

ĶĶ After successfull completion of the trainee program, you can either stay with us in Wolfsburg or you will help

to establish our new office in Barcelona

Your profile
ĶĶ University degree in engineering, computer science or economics; or multiple years of professional experienĶĶ
ĶĶ
ĶĶ
ĶĶ

ce in the automotive industry
Deep technical understanding and very good IT skills
Fluent in Spanish and English on contractual level, German Beginner Level desirable
Willingness to lern German
Teamwork, flexibility and organizational talent complete your profile

Our benefits

Your application

ĶĶ Indefinite employment with career perspective and variety

We are looking forward to your CV including

ĶĶ German language course

salary expectations, reference number and

ĶĶ Assistance in finding accommodation / „full care“-contract

possible start date at karriere@jservice.de.

ĶĶ Continuous education
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